LINCOLNWOOD POLICE DEPARTMENT
6900 N. Lincoln Avenue, Lincolnwood, IL 60712

(847) 673-2167

Jason S. Parrott
Chief of Police

February 14, 2020
Illinois Department of Transportation
Traffic Operations Bureau Chief
201 W. Center Court
Schaumburg, IL 60196
Dear Sir or Madam,
This report is a summary and analysis of the Village of Lincolnwood’s automated traffic
law enforcement system. The statistical analysis is based upon the best available
Illinois Department of Transportation (IDOT) motor vehicle traffic crash data. This
report will be made available to the public on the Village’s website.
An automated traffic law enforcement system was installed at the intersection of Touhy
Avenue at Lincoln Avenue in November 2010. The overall goal of the program is to
improve motor vehicle traffic safety by improving motorists’ compliance with motor
vehicle traffic laws.
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Touhy Avenue Average Daily Vehicle Count

The automated traffic enforcement system monitors traffic traveling eastbound on
Touhy Avenue at Lincoln Avenue. This location has a high volume of traffic and
enforcement presents several significant challenges. According to IDOT, the Average
Daily Vehicle (ADV) count for Touhy Avenue between Lincoln Avenue and Cicero
Avenue is 43,100.
The high traffic counts frequently cause gridlock, frustrating motorists, and general
noncompliance with traffic laws. However, since traffic is frequently stopped, a single
traffic stop can cause traffic to backup for several blocks or more. Regular enforcement
of traffic laws during peak travel times is not practical.
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Northbound Lincoln Avenue at Touhy Avenue

The above photograph shows northwest bound Lincoln Avenue traffic during a typical
weekday morning rush hour. It is not uncommon for traffic to be backed up several
blocks and for motorists to have to wait for several traffic signal cycles before passing
through the intersection. If the police department were to routinely enforce traffic laws
during peak periods, northbound Lincoln Avenue traffic could potentially back up to
Devon Avenue having an adverse impact on the intersection of Lincoln Avenue and
Devon Avenue.
Police officers must choose between enforcing traffic safety laws and inconveniencing
the motoring public. An automated traffic enforcement system is a practical solution to
the problem of traffic congestion.
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Southeast Bound Lincoln Avenue at Touhy Avenue

The above photograph shows typical southeast bound Lincoln Avenue traffic during a
typical weekday morning rush hour. It is not uncommon for traffic to be backed up
several blocks and for motorists to have to wait for several traffic signal cycles before
passing through the intersection. If the police department were to routinely enforce
traffic laws during peak periods, southeast bound Lincoln Avenue traffic could
potentially back up to Jarvis Avenue.
Police officers must choose between enforcing traffic safety laws and inconveniencing
the motoring public. An automated traffic enforcement system is a practical solution to
the problem of traffic congestion.
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Illinois Department of Transportation Average Daily Vehicle Count

The above map shows Average Daily Vehicle counts (traffic volume) on the streets in
the immediate area of Touhy Avenue and Lincoln Avenue. The map was obtained from
the IDOT website. It shows the area surrounding Touhy Avenue and the Edens
Expressway is extremely congested. That congestion affects the neighboring
intersections, including the intersection of Touhy Avenue and Lincoln Avenue.
The Police Department’s staff theorizes that the relatively intense traffic congestion
leads to motorist frustration and subsequently non-compliance with traffic laws. Noncompliance with traffic laws complicated by frustration, poor decision making, ill-advised
risks, and the Police Department’s hampered enforcement efforts lead to less safe
roadways and more motor vehicle traffic crashes.
A practical method to modify motorist behavior and increase compliance is with an
automated traffic enforcement system. Although costly, staff recommends IDOT
consider approving an automated traffic enforcement system at all four approaches at
Lincoln Avenue and Touhy Avenue and at all four approaches at Touhy Avenue and
Cicero Avenue.
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Summary
The automated traffic enforcement system at Touhy Avenue and Lincoln Avenue has
helped reduce motor vehicle traffic crashes, thereby improving traffic safety, and,
therefore, the cost differential is justified. Staff recommends continuation of the
program.
Sincerely,
_____________________

Jason S. Parrott
Chief of Police
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